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Abstract 
In this paper we probe the possibilities of creating a Kurepa tree in a generic extension of a 
ground model of CH plus no Kurepa trees by an WI -preserving forcing notion of size at most 01. 
In Section 1 we show that in the LCvy model obtained by collapsing all cardinals between WI 
and a strongly inaccessible cardinal by forcing with a countable support Ltvy collapsing order, 
many wl-preserving forcing notions of size at most WI including all w-proper forcing notions 
and some proper but not w-proper forcing notions of size at most WI do not create Kurepa 
trees. In Section 2 we construct a model of CH plus no Kurepa trees, in which there is an 
w-distributive Aronszajn tree such that forcing with that Aronszajn tree does create a Kurepa 
tree in the generic extension. At the end of the paper we ask three questions. 
0. Introduction 
By a model we mean a model of ZFC. By a forcing notion we mean a separative 
partially ordered set P with a largest element lp used for a corresponding forcing 
extension. Given a model V of CH, one can create a generic Kurepa tree by forcing 
with an WI-closed, OZ-C.C. forcing notion no matter whether or not V contains Kurepa 
trees [7]. One can also create a generic Kurepa tree by forcing with a C.C.C. forcing 
notion provided V satisfies Cl,, in addition [ 161. Both forcing notions mentioned here 
have size at least 02. The size being at least 032 seems necessary in each case for 
guaranteeing that the generic tree has at least 02 branches. On the other hand, a 
Kurepa tree has a base set of size 01, so it seems possible to create a Kurepa tree by 
a forcing notion of size 6 ~1. In this paper we discuss the following question: Given 
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a model of CH plus no Kurepa trees, can we find an oi-preserving forcing notion of 
size 6 01 such that the forcing creates Kurepa trees? 
This question is partially motivated by a result on Souslin trees. Given a ground 
model V, a Souslin tree could be created by a C.C.C. forcing notion of size 01 [14]. 
There is also an wi-closed forcing notion of size wt which creates a Souslin tree 
provided V satisfies CH [7]. The question whether a Souslin tree could be created by 
a countable forcing notion (equivalent to adding a Cohen real) turns out to be much 
harder. It was answered positively by the second author [13] ten years ago. 
We call a forcing notion wi-preserving if WI in the ground model is still a cardinal 
in the generic extension. In this paper we consider only oi-preserving forcing notion 
for the following reason. Let I’ be the Levy model. In V there are no Kurepa trees and 
CH holds. Notice also that there is an oz-Kurepa tree in I’. If we simply collapse wi 
by forcing with the collapsing order ColZ(o, ml), the set of all finite partial function 
from w to w1 ordered by reverse inclusion, in V, then the w2-Kurepa tree becomes 
a Kurepa tree in V cO”(w,U1). Notice also that CoZl(w, ~1) has size 01 in V. So we 
require the forcing notions under consideration be oi-preserving to avoid this triviality. 
In Section 1 we show some evidence that in the Levy model it is extremely hard to 
find a forcing notion, if it ever exists, of size < WI which could create a Kurepa tree in 
the generic extension. Assume that our ground model V is the Levy model. We mention 
first an easy result that any forcing notion of size d cc)1 which adds no new reals could 
not create Kurepa trees. Then we show two results: (1) For any stationary set S C 01, 
if P is an (S, o)-proper forcing notion of size < 01, then there are no Kurepa trees 
in the generic extension V”. Note that all axiom A forcing notions are (01, w)-proper. 
(2) Some proper forcing notions including the forcing notion for adding a club subset 
of wi by finite conditions do not create Kurepa trees in the generic extension. 
In Section 2 we show that there is a model of CH plus no Kurepa trees, in which 
there is an o-distributive Aronszajn tree T such that forcing with T does create a 
Kurepa tree in the generic extension. We start with a model V containing a strongly 
inaccessible cardinal K. In V we define an ol-closed, K-C.C. forcing notion P such 
that forcing with P creates an w-distributive Aronszajn tree T and a T-name k for a 
Kurepa tree K. Forcing with P collapses all cardinals between 01 and IC so that IC is 
02 in VP. Take v = VP as our ground model. Forcing with T in v creates a Kurepa 
tree in the generic extension of v. So the model v is what we are looking for except 
that we have to prove that there are no Kurepa trees in P, which is the hardest part 
of the second section. 
We assume the consistency of ZFC plus a strongly inaccessible cardinal. We shall 
write V, r, etc. for (countable) transitive models of ZFC. For a forcing notion P in V 
we shall write V’ for the generic extension of V by forcing with P. Sometimes, we 
write also V[G] instead of V” for a generic extension when a particular generic filter 
G is involved. We shall fix a large enough regular cardinal /2, e.g. 2 = (1igas(r~))+, 
throughout this paper and write H(i) for the collection of sets hereditarily of power 
less than 2 equipped with the membership relation. In a forcing argument with a forcing 
notion P we shall write d for a P-name of a and ti for a P-name of h which is again 
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a Q-name of a for some forcing notion Q. If a is already in the ground model we 
shall write simply a for a canonical name of a. Let P be a forcing notion and p E P. 
We shall write q 6 p to mean q E P and q is a condition stronger than p. We shall 
often write p IF“. . .” for some p E P instead of p It-;“. . .” when the ground model V 
and the forcing notion P in the argument is clear. We shall also write IV‘. . .” instead 
of lp II“. . .“. In this paper all of our trees are subtrees of the tree (2<Ul,C). So if 
C is a linearly ordered subset of a tree T, then UC is the only possible candidate of 
the least upper bound of C in T. In this paper all trees are growing upward. If a tree 
is used as a forcing notion we shall put the tree upside down. Let T be a tree and 
x E T. We write At(x) = CI if x E T n 2’. We write T, or (T)a, the clth level of T, 
for the set T n 2a and write T 1 CI or (T) 1 cI for the set UBca Tb. We write ht(T) for 
the height of T, which is the smallest ordinal a such that T, is empty. By a normal 
tree we mean a tree T such that (1) for any CI < j? < ht(T), for any x E T, there is 
a y E Ta such that x < y; (2) for any c( such that LX + 1 < ht(T) and for any x E T, 
there are infinitely many successors of x in T,+l. Given two trees T and T’, we write 
T GendT’ for T’ being an end-extension of T, i.e. T’ 1 ht(T) = T. By a branch of a 
tree T we mean a totally ordered set of T which intersects every nonempty level of T. 
By an ml-tree we mean a tree of height 01 with each of its levels at most countable. 
A Kurepa tree is an ml-tree with more than wi branches. See [8, 11, 121 for more 
information on forcing, iterated forcing, proper forcing, etc. and to see [ 151 for more 
information on trees. 
1. Creating Kurepa trees by a small forcing is hard 
First, we would like to state a theorem in [ 12, 2.1 l] without proof as a lemma which 
will be used in this section. 
Lemma 1. In a model V let P be a forcing notion and let N be a countable elemen- 
tary submodel of H(1). Suppose G C P is a V-generic jilter. Then 
N[G] = (6~ : h is a P-name and k E N} 
is a countable elementary submodel of (H(,4))‘cG]. 
We choose the Levy model v = VL”(K,W~) as our ground model throughout this 
section, where K is a strongly inaccessible cardinal in V and Lz)(K, 01 ), the Levy 
collapsing order, is the set 
{ p c( K x w1 ) x K : p is a countable function and (tl(a, /?) E dom( p)) (p(a, fi) E a)} 
ordered by reverse inclusion. For any A C K we write Lu(A, CO) for the set of all p E 
Lu(K,o~) such that dom(p)cA x 01. 
First, we mention an easy result without proof. 
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Theorem 2. Let P be a forcing notion of size Q 01 in ?. If forcing with P does not 
add new countable sequences of ordinals, then there are no Kurepa trees in v’. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is very simple. Since forcing with P does not add any 
new countable sequences of ordinals, then P is interchangeable with Lu(lc\q, or) for 
some 9 E K. But the forcing notion Lu(rc\v, or) could be viewed again as a countable 
support Levy collapsing order. 
Next we show the result concerning (S, w)-proper forcing notions with a brief sketch 
of the proof. 
Definition 3. A forcing notion P is said to satisfy property (t) if for any x E H(I), 
there exists a sequence (i’Vi : i E co) of elementary submodels of H(A) such that 
( 1) Ni E Ni+t for every i E CL), 
(2) {PD,xl &No, 
(3) for every pi PnNo there exists a q < p such that q is (P,Ni)-generic for every 
i E w. 
Lemma 4. Let V be any model. Let P and Q be two forcing notions in V such that 
P has size < co1 and satisjies property (t), and Q is wl-closed (in V). Suppose T is 
an ml-tree in V”. Then T has no branches which are in VpxQ but not in V’. 
Proof (sketch). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a branch b of T in 
VpxQ \ . V’ Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
lkplk~ (& is a branch of f in V”‘\V”). 
Claim 4a. For any p E P, q E Q, n E o and a E 01, there are p’ < p, qj < q for 
j < n and /I E o,\~ such that 
p’lb (El{tj:j<n}GFp) 
( ( 
(j#j'+tj#tj/)A A (qj IktjEi) 
jcn I 
The claim follows from a fact about forcing (see [ 11, p. 2011). 
Claim 4b. Let 9 E 01 and let q E Q. There exists a v f 01, a maximal antichain 
(Pa : c( < V) of P, two decreasing sequences (q! : a < v), j = 0, 1, in Q and an 
increasing sequence (‘I .:a<v) inol such thatq$q~<q,~O>~andforanya<v 
p3L 11 (@to, t1 E Fqx )(to # t1 A (4; IF to E i;) A (4; II t1 E 6))). 
The proof of a similar version of this claim could be found in either [5] or [9]. The 
size of P less than or equal to wt is used to ensure v < 01. 
The lemma follows from above two claims. Let (ZV, : n E w) witness that P satisfies 
property (f). Let n E co, 6, = 01 fl Nn and let 6 = Un_&. For each s E 2” we 
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construct, in N,,, a maximal antichain (p”, : a < vs) of P, two decreasing sequences 
(&i’ : c( < v,) for j = 0, 1, and an increasing sequence (q”, : ct < v,) in 6, such that 
v, d 6,, qi7 are lower bounds of (qi : GI < v,~,_,) for j = O,l, qc = 6”-‘, and 
p”, k ((3tl),t1 E F,,)(to # t1 A (q”,^O Ik to E i;) A (4,” II t1 E i;))). 
Each step of the construction uses Claim 4b relative to N, for some n E o. We 
can choose q”0.O and q;“’ to be lower bounds of (q,S : c( < v,,,_,) in N, because 
(41s : ct < v,p_ ,) is constructed in N,_r and hence is countable in N,. Here we use the 
fact N,_l EN,,. 
Let i < lp be (P, N,)-generic for every n E w. Since Q is wi-closed in V, for 
every f E 2@ there is a q/ which is a lower bound of (qitn : n E co). Let G C P 
be a V-generic filter such that j E G. It is now clear that TJ is uncountable because 
different qf’s force different tf’s into Th for f E V. 0 
A forcing notion P is called o-proper if for any o-sequence (N, : n E co) of countable 
elementary submodels of H(i) such that N,, E N,+l for every n E o and P E NO, for 
any p E P r? NO there is a i < p such that p is (P’, N,)-generic for every n E w. 
Let S be a stationary subset of or. A forcing notion P is called S-proper if for any 
countable elementary submodel N of H(I) such that P E N and N n 01 E S, and 
for any p E P n N there is a p d p such that i is (P, N)-generic. A forcing notion 
P is called (S,o)-proper if for any o-sequence (N,, : n E co) of countable elementary 
submodels of H(1) such that N,, E N,+l foreverynEo,N,nwlESforeverynEo, 
N n co1 E S, where N = UnEw N,,, and P E NO, for any p E PnNo there is a p<p 
such that p is (P, N,)-generic for every n E w. 
Theorem 5. Let S be a stationary subset of 01 and let P be an (S,o)-proper forcing 
notion of size < WI in ?. Then there are no Kurepa trees in VP. 
Proof (sketch). Choose an q < K such that S and P are in VL”(Qwl). Then 
Note that Lu(rc\n, 01) is ol-closed in V ‘v(q,Ol). Now the theorem follows from 
Lemma 4 by the fact that P satisfies property (t) in VL”(“,w’). To prove this fact 
the reader may find that Lemma 1 is needed. 0 
Remark. (1) The idea of the proof of Lemma 4 is originally from [5]. A version of 
Theorem 5 for axiom A forcing was proved in [9]. The reader who is familiar with 
the above two papers may reproduce a complete proof of Theorem 5 without too many 
difficulties. The proof of Theorem 9 has also some similar ideas. 
(2) If P satisfies axiom A, then P is w-proper or (ol,o)-proper. Hence forcing with 
a forcing notion of size < 01 satisfying axiom A in V does not create Kurepa trees. 
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(3) The o-properness implies the (S, o)-properness and the (S, o)-properness implies 
the property (t ). 
Now we prove the result on some non-(S,w)-proper forcing notions. 
The existence of a Kurepa tree implies that there are no countably complete, Nz- 
saturated ideals on 01. Therefore, one can destroy all those ideals by creating a generic 
Kurepa tree [ 161. But one does not have to create Kurepa trees for this purpose. 
Baumgartner and Taylor [4] proved that adding a club subset of 01 by finite conditions 
destroys all countably complete, &-saturated ideals on 01. The forcing notion for 
adding a club subset of 01 by finite conditions has size < wi and is proper but not 
(S, o)-proper for any stationary subset S of 01. We are going to prove next that this 
forcing notion and some other similar forcing notions do not create Kurepa trees if our 
ground model is the Levy model ?. Notice also that the ideal of nonstationary subsets 
of 01 could be Hz-saturated in the Levy model obtained by collapsing a supercompact 
cardinal down to 02 [6]. As a corollary we can have a ground model v which contains 
countably complete, Hz-saturated ideals on 01 such that forcing with some small proper 
forcing notion P in v destroys all countably complete, Wz-saturated ideals on 01 
without creating Kurepa trees. 
We first define a property of forcing notions which is satisfied by the forcing notion 
for adding a club subset of 01 by finite conditions. 
Definition 6. A forcing notion P is said to satisfy property (#) if for any x E H(1) 
there exists a countable elementary submodel N of H(1) such that { P,x} C_ N and for 
any po E PnN there exists a j < po, i; is (P, N)-generic, and there exists a countable 
subset C of P such that for any ji’ < j there is a c E C and a p’ E P n N, p’ 6 po 
such that: 
(i) for any dense open subset D of P below p’, D E N, there is a d E DnN such 
that d is compatible with c, and 
(ii) for any r E P n N and rd p’, r is compatible with c implies r is compatible 
with j’. 
Let us call the pair (p’, c) a related pair corresponding to j’. 
Example 7. The following three examples are forcing notions which satisfy prop- 
erty (#). 
(i) Let 
P = {p C ml x w1 : p is a finite function which can be extended to 
an increasing continuous function from wi to wi} 
and let P be ordered by reverse inclusion. P is one of the simplest proper forcing 
notions which do not satisfy axiom A [3]. Forcing with P’ creates a generic club subset 
of 01 and destroys all countably complete, Hz-saturated ideals on wi [4]. It is easy to 
see that 5’ satisfies property (#) defined above. For any x E H(2) we can choose a 
countable elementary submodel N of H(2) such that { P,x} c N and N n co1 = 6 is 
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an indecomposable ordinal. For any ps E P fl N let @ = ps U (6,6) and let C = { p}. 
Then for any p’ < j there is a p’ = p’ r 6 and a c = p E C such that all requirements 
for the definition of property (#) are satisfied. 
(ii) Let S be a stationary subset of or. If we define 
Ps = {p : p is a finite function such that there is an increasing continuous 
function f from some countable ordinal to S such that p G f } 
and let P’s be ordered by reverse inclusion, then P’s is S-proper [3]. Forcing with 
Ps adds a club set inside S. It is also easy to check that Ps satisfies (#). For any 
x E H(1) let N be a countable elementary submodel of H(1) such that {x, P,} 2 N, 
N f’ ol = 6 is an indecomposable ordinal and 6 E S. Then for any PO E Ps n N the 
element p = po U {(6,6)} is (P,, N)-generic. Now N, j and C = {p} witness that 
Ps satisfies property (#). 
(iii) Let T and U be two normal Aronszajn trees such that every node of T or 
U has infinitely many immediate successors. Let P be the forcing notion such that 
P = (Ap,fp) E P ifi 
(a) A, is a finite subset of or, 
(b) fP is a finite partial isomorphism from T rAP into U rAp, 
(c) dom( f,) is a subtree of T TAP in which every branch has cardinality [A,). 
P is ordered by p < q iff A, 2 A, and fP 2 f4. P is proper [15]. P is used in [l] for 
generating a club isomorphism from T to U. For any x E H(I), for any countable 
elementary submodel N of H(i) such that { P,x} G N and for any po E P f~ N, let 6 = 
Nnwr, let Ap = A,,U{6} and let fj be any extension of fP,, such that Tarldom( fP) # 
0. Then p = (Ap, fi) is a (P,N)-generic condition. Let 
C = {d : d is a finite isomorphism from TJ to Ua}. 
Then C is countable. For any p’ < j let c = (fjl 1 Ts) E C, let CI < 6, a > max(Aprn@ 
and let 
91 = ((4~) E T, x U, : (3(t’,u’) E (fit 1 TJ))(~ < t’ A u < u’)} 
be such that grr and fol 1 TS have same cardinality, let APf = (Ait n 6) U {a}, let 
fpt = (fpl t (UyEA_,n6 Tv)) u ga, and let p’ = (A,!, fPj). Then (p’, c) is a related pair 
corresponding to 2 [l] and N, p, C witness that P satisfies property (#). 
For any stationary set S c WI an S-proper version of this forcing notion, which 
satisfies also property (#), could be defined in a similar way. 
Lemma 8. Let V be a model. Let P and Q be two forcing notions in V such that 
P has size < 01 and satisjes property (#), and Q is ol-closed (in V). Suppose T is 
an ml-tree in V’. Then T has no branches which are in VPxQ but not in V’. 
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a branch b of T in VPxQ\V’. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that 
I1p Ilo (6 is a branch of F in VPx”\VP). 
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Following the definition of property (#), we can find a countable elementary sub- 
model N of H(1) such that {P, Q, f, 6) G N, a j < lp which is (P, N)-generic and a 
countable set C C P such that N, j and C witness that P satisfies property (#). Let 
((pi,ci) : i E O) b e a listing of all related pairs in (P n N) x C with infinite repetition, 
i.e. every related pair (p, c) in (P n N) x C occurs infinitely often in the sequence. 
We construct now, in V, a set {qs E Q n N : s E 2<,} and an increasing sequence 
(6, : n E co) such that 
(1) s&t implies q1 < qs, 
(2)6,~G=Nnc4, 








The lemma follows from the construction. Let G C P be a V-generic filter and j E G. 
We want to show that 
V[G] + TS is uncountable. 
For any f E 2w n V let qf E Q be a lower bound of the set {qf I,, : n E o} such that 
there is a tf E TS such that qf II tf E d. Suppose Ts is countable. Then there are 
f,g E 2O n V such that tf = ts. Let if, i, be P-names for t,-, tg and let j? < j5 be 
such that 
p’ IF (if = i, A (qf Ik if E 6) A (qs II i, E 6)). 
Let m = min{ i E o : f(i) # g(i)}. By the definition of property (#) we can find a 
related pair (p, c) corresponding to j’. Choose an n E w such that n > m and (p, c) = 
(pn,cn). Since Definition 6(i) is true, there is a p’ E P n N such that p’ < p, p’ is 
compatible with c, and 
p’ Ik 
( 
(3{ts : s E 2”) c P&) 
( 
(s # s’ -+ ts # t,J) A A (qs 11 ts E 6) . 
SE2” >> 
Since qf < qf ln and qg < qsln, then 
j? 11 ((3to,tl E ?‘,J(t, # tl A (qf Ik to E 6) A (qs k tl E 6))). 
But also 
j’ k ((3 E &)((qf II- t E 6) A (qs It- t E 6))). 
By the fact that any two nodes in Ts, which are below a node in Ts must be same, 
and that p’ is compatible with j’, we have a contradiction. 
Now let us inductively construct (8i : i E w} and {qs : s E 2 <,}. Suppose we have 
had {qs : s E 2”“) and {Si :i<n}.letDCPbesuchthatrEDiff 
(1) r< p,, (recall that (pn, c,) is in the enumeration of all related pairs in (P fI N) 
x C, 
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(2) there exists rl > 6, and there exists {qS < qst,, : s E 2”+l} such that 




It is easy to see that D is open and D E N. 
Claim Sa. D is dense below p,,. 
Proof. Suppose ra Q p,,. It suffices to show that there is an r < ro such that r E D. 




(3{fj : j < 2”+‘} G F,) 
( 
(j # j' + tj # tjl) A j<b+, (4; If tj E 6) 
1) 
Let {si : i < 2”) be an enumeration of 2”. By applying Claim 4a 2” times as above 
we obtained r-0 2 rSo ars, > . . . rS2”_, such that above arguments are true for any s E 2”. 
Pick q = max{q, : s E 2”). Then we extend rSzn_, to r’, and extend q; to # for every 
such s and j such that for each s E 2” 
r’ 11 ( (3{tj : j <2 n+‘} G T,) ((j # j’ + tj # tjl) A A (jj II tj E i;) 
I 
. 
\ \ jtZ"+' 
Now applying an argument in Claim 4b repeatedly we can 
{iy : j < 2”+’ } for every s E 2” and extend r’ to r” such that 







IF ts E 6) )) . 
This showed that D is dense below p,,. 
Notice that since N is elementary, then n exists in N and all those qs’s for s E 2”+’ 
exist in N. Choose r E D such that r, c, are compatible and let a,,+, be correspondent v]. 
This ends the construction. q 
Theorem 9. If P in v is a forcing notion defined in (i)-(iii) of Example 7, then 
forcing with P does not create any Kurepa trees. 
Proof. Suppose T is a Kurepa tree in 7’. Let q < IC be such that P, T E VL”(~,o’). 
Since the definition of P is absolute between 7 and V L”(q,wl), then P satisfies property 
(#) in VLU(q,wl). Since T has less than K branches in V L”(‘7,0)*p, there exist branches 
of T in F which are not in VLO(q,wl)*p. This contradicts Lemma 8. 0 
Remark. The forcing notions in Example 7, (i)-(iii) are not (S,o)-proper for any 
stationary S. 
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2. Creating Kurepa trees by a small forcing is easy 
In this section we construct a model of CH plus no Kurepa trees, in which there is 
an w-distributive Aronszajn tree T such that forcing with T does create a Kurepa tree 
in the generic extension. 
Let V be a model and IC be a strongly inaccessible cardinal in I’. Let Y be the set of 
all countable normal trees. Given a set A and a cardinal 1, let [A]<;” = {S CA : ISI -c A} 
and [A] G ’ = {S CA : ISI d A}. We define a forcing notion 5’ as following: 
Definition 10. p is a condition in P iff 
P = bp, t,, k,, U,,B,& 
where 
(a) up E ~1, 
(b) t, E F and ht(t,) = clp + 1, 
(c) kP is a function from tp to Y such that for any x E tp, ht(k,(x)) = ht(x) + 1, 
and for any x,y E t,, x < y implies kp(x) Gendkp(y), 
(4 UP E [JcI-, 
(e) B, = {bf : y E UP} where by” is a function from t, to o:~’ such that for any 
x E t,, b;(x) E (kJx))/+) and for any x,y E t,, x < y implies b:(x) Q b!(y), 
( f) FP = {J!’ : y E UP} where fy" is a function from aP + 1 to y 
(g) for any x E t, 1 up, for any finite Us C UP and for any E such that ht(x) < 
E d clP, there exist infinitely many x’ E (tP)E such that x’ > x and for any yi, 72 E UO, 
by9 (x) = b;(x) implies by4 (x’) = bL(x’). 
In the condition (g) of the definition we call each x’ a conservative extension of x 
at level E with respect to UO (or with respect to {bf : y E UO}). 
Generally, we need the following notation. Suppose t E F and B is a set of functions 
with domain(b) = t for each b E B. We say t is consistent with respect o B if for 
any x E t, for any finite Bo LB and for any E such that ht(x) < E < ht(t), there exist 
infinitely many x’ E (t)E such that x’ > x and for any bl, b2 E Bo, b,(x) = b2(x) implies 
bl(x’) = bz(x’). So p E P implies that tp is consistent with respect to B,. 
For any p,q E P we define the order of P by letting p < q iff 
(1) uq < up, tq <endtp, kq Ckp and Uq G Up, 
(2) for any y E U,, b; G by” and fy" C J,!', 
For any 0 < IC let 
PO = {p E P : up c_ l9). 
Then the identity embedding of PO into P is a complete embedding. For each p E P 
we shall write p r PO = q if (aP, t,, kP) = (aq, tq, k,), U, = U’ n 8 and for each y E U, 
we have by” = bf: and fy" = fy". 
Remark. In the definition of P the part t, is used for creating an o-distributive Aron- 
szajn tree T. The part kP is used for creating a T-name of an ml-tree K. The part B, 
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is used for adding K branches to K so that K becomes a Kurepa tree in the generic 
extension by forcing with T. The part FP is used for collapsing all cardinals between 
wi and JC. 
Forany~Ewi,yErcandnEy,let 
D; = {p E P : CQ,>E}, 
D; = {p E P : y E Up}, 
D:,; = {p E P : y E Up and q E runge(f,P)}: 
Lemma 11. The sets DA, Dz and Di,? are open dense in P. 
Proof. It is easy to see that all three sets are open. 
Given po E P. We need to find a p < po such that p E 0:. Pick an up > E such that 
up >clpO. Let tp E F be such that ht(t,) = up + 1 and tpo Gendtp. For each x E (tpo)a,, 
choose a tx E F such that ht(t,) = up + 1 and kpo(x) Gen,jtx. For any n’ E t,, x’ >x, 
define kp(x’) = tx 1 ht(x’) + 1 and define k, 1 t,, = kPO. Let U, = U,,. For each 
x E (tPo)r,, let 
{h,P”(X) : y E Up} = {y, : n < I} 
with y,‘s being distinct, for some 1 Q o. For each y,, we choose a z,, E (tx)a, such 
that y,, < z,. Then for each x’ E t,, x’ > x and for each y E U, we define $‘(x’) = 
y E (tP )htcx/) such that y,, < y Q z, where b;(x) = yn. Also let by” 1 t,, = bp. For each 
y E UP let fy" be any extension of fp to up + 1 complying with Definition 10(f). It 
is easy to see that p E P n DE and p< po. 
Given PO E P. We need to find a p<po such that p E Df. If y E Up,, let p = po. 
Assume that Y @ UP,. If UP, = 0, then let by” and fy" be any functions complying with 
Definition 10(e) and (f), respectively. If UP, # 0, then pick any y’ E Up, and let 
b,P = b?, and let fy” be any function complying with Definition 10(f). Let the rest of 
p be same as PO. Then pi P’nD$ and p<po. 
Given po E P. We need to find a p < po such that p E Di,Y. Without loss of genera- 
lity, we assume that PO E D:. Let pd po be chosen as in the proof of the denseness 
of 0: with ap > up0 except that we require f;“(a,,) = q. Then p E P fl D;,? and 
PdPo. 0 
Lemma 12. P is q-closed. 
Proof. Let {pn : n E co} be a decreasing sequence in P. If {r~,~ : n E w} has a largest 
element a = aP,O, then we can just let 
c( P=C1,tp=tP,o,kp=kPoo,UP= l_.J U,,, 
new 
B, = {by : y E Up,,n>no} and FP = {J,!” : y E L$.,n>no}. 
Then p is a lower bound of pn’s. 
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Assume that CI = UnEo xp, is a limit ordinal. Let 
t = U t,“, k = U kp” and U = U Upn. 
nEul weo nEo 
For each y E U let 
and let 
For each x E t and each finite set A & U we can choose a countable set of branches 
{c,,~,~ : n E co} of t passing through x such that for each y E C,,A,n and y >x, y is a 
conservative extension of x with respect to A. Now let up = u and let 
t, = t U {y : x E t, A E [Ulcw,n E CO, and y = UC*,~,~}. 
Let UP = U. For each y E UP let by” be an extension of b, such that for each y E (tp)a, 
b;(y) = IJ {b,(z) : z E t,z < y}. 
For each y E UP let fy" be an extension of fy such that for each y E (tp)ap 
f,p(Y) = u i&(z) : z E t3z < VI. 
Finally, let k, be an extension of k such that k,(y) E F for each y E (tp)cc, such that 
W,(y)) = ap + 1, 
u {k(z) : z E t,z < Y) <e&,(y) 
and 
U$‘(y) :Y E up) &k,(y). 
It is easy to see that p is a lower bound of p,,‘s in P. 0 
Lemma 13. P satisfies IC-c.c.. 
Proof. Let {pq : q E K} C P. By a cardinality argument and A-system lemma there is 
an S & IC, ISI = K and there is a triple (aa, to,h) such that for every 9 E S 
b pgrttp,,,kp,,) = @o,to,ko), 
and { U,#, : q E S} forms a A-system with the root Uo. Furthermore, we can assume 
that for each y E Uo, 
bp =byP”, and fy”” =fl 
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for any n,$ E S. Since there are at most (loi ’ OLO 1 ltol )” sequences of length w of the 
functions from to to ~0: @, there are q, q’ E S such that 
{b? : y E U,,,\Uo} and {by : y E l$,,,\Uo} 
are same set of functions. It is easy to see now that the element 
P = (NO, to, ko, IJ”,, u L&r ‘BP,, u BPII, ,FP,, U FP,, ) 
is a common lower bound of p,, and p41. 0 
Lemma 14. All cardinals between 01 and K in V are collapsed in V’. 
Proof. Using F,-part of the conditions together with a density argument in P. 0 
Remark. By Lemmas 12-14 we have 
V P k (2w = of/ = 01 and 2w’ = K = 02). 
Lemma 15. Let G & [Fo be a V-generic jilter and let To = U{tp : p E G}. Then TG 
is an w-distributive Aronszajn tree in V[G]. 
Proof. It is obvious that TG is an ml-tree. Suppose there is a po E P such that 
po II fi is a branch of T,. 
We construct po B ~12 p2 2 . . . such that (c(,~ : n E CO) is strictly increasing and 
Pn+l 11 z, E B fl (tp, )a, 
for some z, E CO;,,. Let p be the lower bound of p,,‘s such that clp = UnEo clp, and 
let p’ be same as p except that t,r = tP\{UnEw zn}. Then p’ is still a lower bound of 
p,,‘s. But now we have 
Next we prove that TG is o-distributive. Let Q = (TG, < ‘) be the forcing notion 
by reversing tree order ( < ’ = 2 TV). Given any r E 2w in VP*Q. It suffices to show 
that z E V. We construct a decreasing sequence 
(Po,Xo) 2 (Pl,%) 3 (p2,&) > . . . 
in P * d such that 
(po,io) It f is a function from 0 to 2, 
for some X, E u+ and 
(Pn+l,&+l It- i(n) = 1, 
for some I, E (0, 1). Let x = IJnEo z?~ and let p be a lower bound of pn’s such that 
(xP = UnEw clPn and x E t,. Then (p,x) E P * d and 
(q,x) II- f = IT 
for cr = (le,ii,...} E 2@ in Y. I? 
Lemma 16. Let G C iFD be a V-generic jilter and let kc = l,j{kP : p E G). Let TG 
and Q be same as in Lemma 15. Suppose H C Q is a V[G]-generic filter. Then 
KH = U{k&) : x E H} is a Kurepu tree in V[G][H]. 
Proof. It is easy to see that KH is an ml-tree. For any y E IC let 
b,=U{bf:pEGandyEU,}. 
Then b, is a function with domain TG. Let 
w, = lJ {b,(x) : x E H}. 
Then it is easy to see that I#$ is a branch of KH. We need now only to show that WY 
and IVY/ are different branches for different y, y’ E K. Given distinct y and y’ in K. Let 
L& = {P E p : W E t, ~Q)@Y E tp)(yW and b,P(r) # b~(y))I. 
Claim 16a. The set D:,Y, is dense in P. 
Proof. Given po E P. Without loss of generality, we assume that p. E Df fU3$. First, 
we extend po to pf such that 
aPr = aw + 1, 
For each x E (tp,)a, we add one extra successor node JJ~ of x to (tp,)ap, to form tp. 
Let aP = aPr, UP = UP! and let A$ = $ for all y” E UP. By complying with 
Definition 10 we arbitrarily extend kPl to k, on t, and extend b$ to b;, on t, for all 
y” E UP except hat we require bf(yx) # b;(y,). Then p E PnD;,,, and p<ppo. This 
ends the proof of the claim. q 
We need to prove W, and H’$ are different branches of KH in V[G][H]. Suppose 
x E H and 
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in V[G]. Let pa E G be such that x E t,,. By the claim we can find a p< po and 
p E G fl Dz,?, such that up > k(x). Then we can choose y E tp and y > x such that 
b{(y) # b;(y). Therefore 
y I1 IV, # I&” 
which contradicts that 
The proof of next lemma is probably the hardest part of this section. 
Lemma 17. There are no Kurepa trees in V’. 
Proof. Suppose 
It-p ? is a Kurepa tree. 
Since P has IC-c.c., there exists a regular uncountable cardinal 8 < IC such that p is a 
PO-name. Because of 2w’ < K in V’O, there exists a set of P-names %? = {dg : j3 E K}, 
where i’p’s are P-names of different branches of T in VP\VPO. We want to show that 
VP0 + Ts is uncountable for some 6 E 01. 
For each /J E K with cof(j?) = (2’)+ we choose an elementary submodel 2Ib of 
H(A) such that 
(a) lapI < 2”, 
(b) {~,%~,B}U&~c,, 
(c) rq31 d* G Q. 
We shall not distinguish a model from its base set. By the Pressing Down Lemma we 
can find a stationary set 
S’ C{/1 E Ic : cof(b) = (29+} 
and a j E K such that for any /3 E S’ we have 
U(Bnw=B. 
Then by the A-System Lemma we can find an S G S’ such that ISI = K, 
forms a d-system with common root 23 and /? n ‘i!I,g C 23 for each /I E S. Furthermore, 
we can assume that for any p, j?’ E S there is an isomorphism hb,p from 2Izg to 2Ib 
such that hp,Bj 123 is an identity map. Note that u.$~’ U PO C 23 and PO E ?Z3. Note 
also that for any fl,/Y E S we have hg,bet&) = /3’. 
Let /?,J = minS. In 2$,, we want to construct inductively the sequences 
(Pn E ps : n E 4, 
(psEPn21/jo:SE2-), 
(rfn E 01 : n E w) 
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and 
(XS E o,<“’ : s E 2<,) 
such that for any n E o and any s,s’ E 2<w 
(1) Pnil < pn and ap, < up”+, , 
(2) ps<psl if s’Gs, 
(3) PS t ps = pn, 
(4) 9n < %l+l? 
(5) x,! 6 x, if s’ c s, 
(6) yl,-1 < ht(x,) < qn ifs E 2”, 
(7) x, and x,, are incompatible if s and s’ are incompatible, 
(8) ps l-x, E kpO for every s E 2<O, 
(9) each function in UrE2” Bpr has a copy in BP” (note that (9) is stronger than that 
‘t,, is consistent with respect to UrEZR BP,.‘). 
We need to construct two more sequences and add three more requirements for all 
the sequences along the construction. Let us fix an onto function j : o H o x w such 
that j(n) = (a,b) implies a < n. Let nl, 712 be projections with xt((a,b)) = a and 
nz((a,b)) = b for any pair (a, b). Let 
and 
i n : OJ ++ u up, 
SE2” 
be two infinite-to-one onto functions for each n E CD. Let e be a function with dam(e) = 
o and for each n E w 
0) = Lcjdn2(j(n))). 
The functions &,‘s, in’s and e will be used for bookkeeping purpose. For s E 2” and 
m <n let 
c,, = {s’ E 2” : s 2 s’}. 
For any m,n E CO, m < n define 
Z; = {bf’ : s E p(j(“)), Y E de(m)> n Ups and s’ E G,J 
u{b,P,’ : s E 2”‘(i(m)), y E Ups and y = cn,(j(m))(i) for some i < n}. 
Note that Zi is finite. For each m,n E w;m G n, let 
Y: = {ym,; : m G i d n}. 
Then Zz’s and Yl’s and other four sequences should satisfy three more requirements. 
(10) Ym,m = ~1(4m)) and Ym,i E (tp,h,, for m < i < n, 
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(11) ym,;+r is a conservative extension of ym,i with respect to 22’ for m < i < n, 
(12) for any m 9 i < n either y,,i < yn,n or ym,i and Y~,~+I are incomparable. 
Suppose for some I E w we have found 
(Pn E Pfl : fl< 0, 
(ps E P n Iup0 : s E 29, 
(rl, ELI :n<l), 




Claim 17a. For any p E P n tip0 and for any u E ol there exists an q E 01 \u, there 
exist q,qo,ql E P II 21p0 and there exist x0,x1 E WY, x0 # xl, such that q E PO, 
qo, ql< p, each function in B,, U B9, has a copy in B,, and 
qi It Xi E ti/& 
for i = 0,l. 
Proof. Pick a fir E S\{j?a} and let p’ = hg,,,~, (p). Notice that p and p’ are compatible 
because the part of p not in 23 is completely moved away while the part in 23 is fixed. 
We construct a common lower bound of p and p’. Let r = p 1 PO and let 
where 
B,r = B, u B,, and F,.I = FP U FPl. 
Then r’ < p, p’. Since 
then there exists an r” < r’, there exist q E wr\~ and there exist x0,x1 E CO:, x0 # XI 
such that 
r” It Xi E dg, 
for i = 0,l. By adding in countably many new ordinals in tJ to U,~I and using those 
ordinals to index the copies of all functions in B, II we can assume that for any y E U,JI 
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there is a y’ E U,U n 0 such that b;” and b;y are same functions. Let q = r” r IFPe. Then 
the following is true. 
H(A) + (%o E P)((qo d P) A (40 t PO = 4) A (b E &o> 
(3~’ E U,)(bT = b;,) A (qo II x0 E &,)). 
Since ‘Q, is an elementary submodel of H(A), there exists a qo E 2$,, such that the 
above sentence is true in QIb0. By the same reason we can find qi E P in ‘%zg, such 
that 
a/?, b(q; GP’) A (4: tb=q) A (VyCYEq;)(3y’ E U,)(b;‘=b;,) A (q; II x1 E+,). 
By the fact that 
and letting hp,,po(q/l) = q1 we have 
%o k (ql<~)A(ql tP~=q)A(vyEU~,)(3y’EU~)(b~’ = b;,)A(ql 11x1 E &). 
Clearly, every function in B,, U B4, has a copy in B4. It is easy to check that 
q, q, qo, ql ,x0,x1 are desired elements. 
Claim 17b. Given p E P and PO = p 1 PO. Suppose every function in BP has a copy 
in BpO. Let qo E Pg be such that qo < PO. Then there is a q E P such that q< p, 
q 1 Pe c q. and u,\e = u,\tl. 
Proof. Let 
aq = Eqo, tq = tqo, kq = kqa, u, = u,, u up. 
For every y E U,, let bf = bjfO and let fl = fl. Suppose y E U,\U,,. Let fy” be 
any extension of f,? on aq + 1 complying with Definition 10(f). For b; we first pick 
a y’ E U,, C U,, such that by” = b,, p0. Then let b; = b;P. Clearly, q is what we want. 
We now want to apply Claims 17a and 17b to obtain PI, {ps : s E 2’}, ~1 and 
{% * . s E 2’) in the inductive construction. Let 2’ = {si,sz,. . . ,s21} and let ~1-1 = q”. 
For n = 1,2,..., 2’ we apply Claims 17a and 17b to construct q”, qs,*i for i = 0, 1, vs. 
and xS~*~ for i = 0, 1, inductively so that for any n < 2’ and any i = 1,2 
(1) q”+J”+‘, 
(2) qs,? GPs,, 
(3) vs. E w\v-1, 
(4) Xsn*i E 0:” and Xsn-o # Xsn-I, 
(5) 4s,l IF Xsnei E i/30. 
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Let pi = q2’. Let 
~1 = max{q,” : n = 1,2,. . . ,2’} + 1. 
Now it is easy to apply Claim 17b again to extend qs,-i to psn-i such that 
PS”^o r PO = PS”^l t PO = p,. 
We need also define Z,f ‘s and YA’s for all m < 1. Note that all ZA’s are already defined. 
Let yr,r = nt (e( I)). For m < I we choose y,,,,, E (tp,)a,, such that y,,,,~ is a conservative 
extension of y,,l-1 with respect o ZL and for any m < i < 1 either ym,i < yl_t,~_t or 
yr_l,l is incompatible with y,,i. This can be done because yl-I,,-t has infinitely many 
conservative xtension with respect o Z./-t at next level. This ends the construction. 
Now we conclude the lemma. For each m E w let 
Ym = JJu Ym,i. 
We want to define pw and pz for each r E 2O. Given r E 2O. Let 
t,,, = t, = 
Clearly, t,” E 5. Let 
ap<,, = UP, = U up,. 
neo 
Then ht(t,<,, ) = up,,, + 1. Let k’ = UnEo kp. and let U = IJsE2<“, u,. Let 
4 = u 4&r.. 
nEw 
For each y E Up7 let 
b; = u {@in : y E UPT,“} 
and let 
Let 
fy’ = (U UT+ : Y E Up&-J Uapd41. 
The only things we have not defined are kpo and kpr ‘s. Actually we need only kpc,, 
and let k,, = k,(,, for every z E 2”‘. First let 
k,<,> t U t,n = k’. nEw 
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For every m E o we want to define kp,,,( y,,,) E F so that 
ht(kp<.,(y,)) = up,., + 1, 
U k’(y) d en&,,, ( Ym ) 
Y<Yfl! 
and 
{by : m E 0, z E Zw} C(kp,,)apw. 
For doing this we need only to check that the set {b,P’( y,) : m E o, z E 2O) is at 
most countable. This is guaranteed by Definition 10(g) and by the construction of 2:‘s 
and Yi’s. Since for each y E U and m E o, there exists an n E o such that for any 
s,s’ E 2’ with 1 > n and s 1 n = s’ 1 n we have bvp’(ym,,) = bp’(ym,l). So for any 
r, r’ E 2w we have r 1 n = z’ / n implies b$( y, ) = b:’ ( ym ). Hence for each y E U 
the set 
{bp(ym) : m E w,z E 2(“} 
is at most countable. 
Up to this stage, we have defined pw and pT such that p. is a lower bound of p,,‘s, 
pr is a lower bound of prr,,‘s and pr r PO = p. for each r E 2O. Let 
d= u VP 
nEw 
Given r E o. Let 
XT = u &I,. 
new 
Then x, E wf and 
pT If x, E dg, n f& 
Note that {zcr . t E 2O) is an uncountable set. Let Go z PO be a V-generic filter such 
that pco E GO. Then T E V[Ge] because ? is a PO-name. Note also that the identity 
map from PQ into P is a complete embedding. Then 
because V[Ge][H] = V[G] for some V[Gs]-generic filter H and some V-generic filter 
G C P such that pr E G. (See [ 11, p. 244 (D4)] for the details.) So Ta is uncountable 
in V[Ge]. This contradicts the assumption that T is a Kurepa tree in VP. 0 
3. Questions 
We would like to ask some questions. 
Question 1. Suppose our ground model is the Levy model defined in the first section. 
Can we find a proper forcing notion such that the forcing extension will contain Kurepa 
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trees? If the answer is ‘no’, then we would like to know if there are any forcing notions 
of size < 01 which preserve 01 such that the generic extension contains Kurepa trees? 
Question 2. Suppose the answer of one of the questions above is ‘Yes’. Is it true that 
given any model of CH, there always exists an wi-preserving forcing notion of size 
6 w1 such that forcing with that notion creates Kurepa trees in the generic extension? 
Question 3. Does there exist a model of CH, plus no Kurepa trees, in which there is 
a c.c.c.-forcing notion of size < wt such that forcing with that notion creates Kurepa 
trees in the generic extension? If the answer is ‘Yes’, then we would like to ask the 
same question with C.C.C. replaced by one of some nicer chain conditions such as 
Ni-caliber, Property K, etc. 
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